CBED and LACBED: characterization of antiphase boundaries.
Convergent-beam electron diffraction (CBED) and large-angle convergent-beam electron diffraction (LACBED) techniques are well adapted to the characterization of several types of crystal defects. In fact, dislocations, grain boundaries and stacking faults have already been successfully characterized with these methods. In the present paper, we describe the CBED and LACBED characterization of another type of crystal defect showing a special interest in materials science: antiphase boundaries (APBs). The first part of the paper is devoted to the determination of the effects of antiphase boundaries on CBED and LACBED patterns that could be expected from a theoretical point of view. It indicates that the superlattice excess lines present on these patterns are split into two lines with equal intensity when the incident beam is located on an APB. In the second part, we experimentally test these theoretical predictions on a specimen showing two different known types of antiphase boundaries. In a third part we indicate how these methods could be used to identify unknown APBs in a specimen. Finally, the advantages and disadvantages of both methods for the characterization of antiphase boundaries are discussed.